Buenos Aires, Mendoza & Santiago

Day 1/2: Buenos Aires

Arrival in Buenos Aires. Transfer to your hotel to relax and
unpack before dinner and overnight in Buenos Aires.

Day 3: Buenos Aires

The rich history of Buenos Aires
comes alive on your guided city
sightseeing tour. See the Old
Quarter, San Telmo (where the
Tango was born) , 9 de Julio
Avenue, and more. Free time
for further exploration on your
own before your Evening Dinner and Tango Show.

Day 4: Buenos Aires/
Optional Fiesta Gaucho

A full free day in Buenos Aires,
or take an optional Fiesta Gaucho Excursion, where you will
journey to a colorful Argentine feast in the Pampas. Ex-

perience live entertainment by
gauchos, an included barbeque
lunch, and the enchantment of
the Argentine landscape.

Day 5: Buenos Aires Overnight Transfer

Time to shop for local crafts
before boarding an evening bus
for an overnight transfer to the
wine region of Mendoza. Dinner on board.

Day 6: Mendoza

Arrive in Mendoza and transfer
to your hotel for check-in. Your
wineries and vineyards tour will
show you how a desert area
has been transformed into an
oasis producing world-recognized outstanding quality wine.
Enologists will explain the process of wine-making, and there
will be an opportunity for wine

11 Days

tastings of the delicious local
wines.

and enjoying the gorgeous
landscape.

Day 7: Mendoza

Day 9: Santiago de Chile

A free day in Mendoza to
explore on your own. You may
want to shop for the superb
locally-produced olive oil, visit
Plaza Espana, considered one of
the most beautiful in Mendoza,
inviting you for a quiet stroll or
a rest on a tiled bench to enjoy
the gardens and the fountains
- or visit Parque San Martin, a
forested park with a zoo and
amphitheater, a large lake
inside the park, restaurants,
and extensive gardens. Dinner
and overnight in Mendoza.

Day 8: Santiago de Chile

Transfer to the bus station and
board a bus bound for Santiago
de Chile, crossing the Andes

NO Adult Fees
NO Membership Fees

Arrive Santiago and check-in to
your hotel. Free day to explore
Santiago on your own before
dinner and overnight.

Day 10: Santiago de Chile

Guided city sightseeing tour
featuring Santa Lucia Hill to
enjoy a panoramic view of
the city, the Main Square, the
Cathedral, Government Palace,
Horse Club and more. Time to
shop for souvenirs before dinner and overnight in Santiago.

Day 11:

Transfer to the airport for your
return flight.

Mendoza (2) Transfer (1)
Santiago (2)
Transfer (1)

Buenos Aires (3)

NO ‘Undetermined’ Fees
NO Surprises

Highlights:
Round-trip Airfare, Full Time Tour Manager, All Breakfasts and
Dinners, Guided Tour of Buenos Aires, Evening Dinner and Tango
Show, Free Day in Buenos Aires, Winery and Vineyards Tour,
Wine Tasting, Free Day in Mendoza, Guided Tour of Santiago
Overnights:
Buenos Aires 3
Overnight Transfer 1
Mendoza 2
Overnight Transfer 1
Santiago 2

To request personalized pricing for your own
departure date, USA departure airport and
group size, it only takes a moment to get in
touch with us and get started!
Call us Toll-Free:
1.888.828.2292
Email us:
info@teachbytravel.com

